[Bioelectric activity of the brain in patients of elderly and senile age with a cerebrovascular pathology].
According to this work, bioelectric activity of a brain of 345 patients with a cerebrovascular pathology was studied; among them 139 patients with ischemic strokes (IS) in carotid pools, 206 sick with chronic ischemia of a brain (CIB), 91 patients with discircular encephalopathy of the 1st stage (DE-1), 115 patients with DE of the 2nd stage (DE-2). All observation has been subdivided into two categories: the basic, including 4 basic groups of supervision, and control. Criteria of division of the basic category observation into groups were the region of residing and a nationality. At EEG analysis of patients with IS dominating slow-wave activity is registered in all cases. At patients with CIB changes of bioelectric activity of the expressed degree had a diffusive character.